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Kaliyah is still thirsty as she's ever been but she's not alone, her bestie Xay has proven to be just as
grimy and low down as her. The saying that bird's of a feather flock together couldn't be more true
when it comes to this thirsty pair. Unaware of the fact that every action has a reaction both Kaliyah
and Xay have been living life recklessly but for one of them the consequences of their actions may
even prove to be deadly. Thrill has finally gotten his life on track and is only focused on doing what it
takes to provide a better life for his son but when an altercation between Blake and Cameron get out
of hand. He is forced to go back to his old ways and even ask a big favor of someone from his past
that may lead to the uncovering of some things that he may not be prepared to deal with.
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The book was an ok read but compared to the first this one is inferior. There were no real details
about anything that happened and everything is like a wait and see. I feel like this novel was
completely too short. It was like nothing really happened and now gotta wait for pt. 3 to find out what
the hell is going on. Her novels are usually short but they usually have more sustenance than this

one did. I hope she includes more details in pt. 3. By the time I read the last page I couldn't believe
it was over already

I need part 3 like right now! Xay is too doggone trifling. How you go do your best friend like that?
Thrill is the man and not to be messed with when it comes to is family. Kaliyah is so money hungry
that she doesn't care who she hurts. Unfortunately, for her that is about to backfire messing with
Kent. Lisa is another issue all by herself. What devil has she partnered with? I'm guessing Kent!

Another 5 star banger for La'Tonya West! I could not put my Kindle down until I finished this novella,
it was even better than the first one. I only have one question....how long will it be before part 3
comes out?? If you haven't read Thirsty or Still Thirsty, what are you waiting for?!!

I really like the storyline of the Thirsty blokes, but I have found that I don't like cliffhanger books,
because it leaves the story incomplete. I have no problem purchasing the books that follow in order
to see how it ends though. The reason I did not give the book 5 stars is because of the many many
typos. There were parts that I literally had to just figure out what was supposed to be said.

I finished this book in one day. I was real disappointed that there were so many loose ends and
there were so many subplots going on too. I wanted more and now I have to wait for part three. Well
in this book Kaliyah is still up to her old tricks. While Kent is financing her life style, she is feeling
Thrill and he makes her happy. Her happiness is threatened when Xay reveals a very disturbing
secret. It makes Kaliyah examine who her friends really are. This hurt drives her further into Thrill's
arms. I'm hoping part three will reveal more than the teaser we got in part two of this series.

This book was a definite page turner and I loved how it picked up from part one. I honestly wish it
was longer because I needed more. If Lisa knew anything about Thrill then she knows Thrill is not to
be messed with and I can't wait to see what happens with that, did I feel sorry for what happened
with Xay not really but I want to know if anything comes of what Cohen shared with him meaning if
others are indeed going to have a rude awakening so it's so much more to this story and I can't wait
good. Did you noticed i didn't mention Kaliyah i can't stand her. Lol Great job!!!!!!

Wow! We! It was really good. Yet once again. Here we go with this bulls***. Look how you leave
people insuspences is by keeping them wondering. Soon on that note. Please learn how 2 end a

book. And that is why of the 3 stars. Instead of 5. Think about that.

Wow, at least this part of the story moved along better than the first part. But the author continues to
leave you hanging at the end. This time it's even more annoying because the stopping point is
completely out of place and very il timed. It disconnects the reader and discourages them from
wanting to read the rest of the story. In addition there is no indication of when the next segment of
the story will be released.I'm done with this author and her work. Read at your own risk!
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